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0 of 0 review helpful Excellent Book By Old Dog I bought this book as a gift for a South Dakotan from Brookings As 
luck would have it Brookings SD is prominently featured in the characters and stories It was a big hit And an 
interesting read even if you are not from the Dakotas 0 of 0 review helpful Hat finder By Hat finder Learned many 
things about this period South Dakota has always had an intermittent relationship with prohibition Constantly 
changing legislation kept citizens saloonkeepers bootleggers and other scofflaws on tenterhooks wondering what 
might come next The scandalous indiscretions of the lethal Verne Miller and the contributions of ldquo agents of 
change rdquo like Senators Norbeck and Senn kept ne rsquo er do wells on edge In 1927 the double murder of 
prohibition officers near Redfield dominated headl About the Author Born in Wessington Springs Chuck Cecil has 
been a reporter photographer university administrator and editor publisher of eleven weekly newspapers Currently he 
writes a prize winning weekly column in the Brookings Register newspaper has a s 
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